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Talking  about  the  impact  of  the  humanities  and  their  rele-
vance  to  society  acquires  a  special  flavour  at  a  moment
when  the  impact  of  society  on  the  humanties  makes  itself
felt  quite  dramatically.  British  universities  have  already
asked  their  departments  for  “voluntary  disengagement“
(that  is  newspeak  for  administering  severe  funding  cuts),
and  the  Austrian  Academy  fears  it  may  lose  up  to  150  re-
searchers’  jobs  next  year  if  the  budget  develops  as  current-
ly  planned.  No  doubt  most  politicians  at  the  moment
would  rather  close  down  research  institutions  than  let  a
major  bank  collapse,  although  what  our  institutions  spend
is  peanuts  as  compared  to  losses  incurred  by  a  single  one  of
the  clever  investment  schemes  that  have  brought  the  eco-
nomy  down  this  year.  Still,  the  humanities  always  run  the
danger  of  being  considered  a  luxury  that  society  allows  its-
elf  only  as  long  as  it  can  afford  it.
But we should look at this also from another angle. Do we
really understand what has happened? The current econo-
mic crisis goes beyond what economic theory can explain
so far, and has raised many questions that reach deep into
the domain of the humanities.
For instance, attempts to prevent the crisis at some stage
they seem to have deepened it because everybody started
talking about it, the media spread the panic, and economic
rationality in one context turned out to be irrational in
other contexts. Since 1929, economists and other scholars
have acquired substantial knowledge about economic cri-
ses, their dynamic, and how to react to them. But we need
more. It may be that from the distance of another 80 years,
historians will wonder how little we knew about the things
that happened in front of our eyes in 2008, just as we do
when we look back to 1929. We need a better in-depth
understanding of many things: How do millions of individu-
al decisions affect the economy at large? Why do die-hard
investment gurus start losing touch with reality at some
point? Why are so many people so easily convinced by the
rhetoric of persuasion? How does the impact of economic
crises change over the centuries as society becomes more
complex? What should the ethics and the rules of the finan-
cial sector actually look like, and how could one get people
to respect them? How can the shrill competition for our at-
tention in the media be kept from multiplying the damage

in times of crisis? In what ways do narratives of crisis deve-
lop, and how do they influence the way people act? These
are just some of the questions that hopefully will begin to
appear in research funding applications soon.
They need a strong input from the humanities, in close co-
operation with the social sciences.
Research on all sorts of crises in history may seem a luxury
most of the time. But when a crisis comes we may wish we
had done more research on the previous ones. Only a few
months before 9/11, the Austrian minister of finance doub-
ted that the state should fund oriental studies; now we
know why we needed them. Our message about the rele-
vance of the humanities should be: Yes, we have already
learnt an enormous amount about the human mind and
human actions, and about how they are related to society.
But we need to know much more. Where do we go? There
are still so many puzzling problems, fascinating challenges
and engaging questions out there, some of which we have
only learned to face rather recently. That is, and should be,
the main driving force behind our research. In this respect,
research in the humanities is not fundamentally different
from all other scientific fields.
Of course, there are differences, both between science and
the humanities and within the humanities. This is already
obvious in the terminology. Are the humanities part of the
sciences? A historian colleague of mine, a professor in Cam-
bridge, once spent a whole morning on the phone with
Brussels to find out whether a certain EU funding call that
had been announced for ‘science’ was also open for huma-
nities applications. Nobody seemed to know. Mostly, we
speak of science in the singular, but use the plural for ‚the
humanities’. This corresponds with the plurality of cultures
and approaches in the humanities (but should not make us
forget that ‘science’ is as manifold). Or should we say, the
‘arts and humanities’? The lettere, letters, as in Italian?
Geistes- and/or Kulturwissenschaften, or, as in the Austrian
Academy, die philosophisch-historischen Wissenschaften?
And which disciplines do the humanities include? “From
ancient history and heritage science to modern dance and
digital content“, as the AHRC website adverstises? Do so-
cial anthropology, cognitive linguistics, psychology belong
to the humanities? Fortunately, these disciplines are repre-
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sented in the programme of this conference, as they are in
the Standing Committee for the Humanities of the ESF.
But the archipelago of the humanities is not only constitu-
ted by the variety of its disciplines. Different academic cul-
tures exist within and in between them. Let me take the ex-
ample of my own discipline, medieval history. It includes a
traditional sector devoted to the technicalities of text editi-
ons and source criticism, representing an expertise and so-
phistication essential for the preparation of working tools
and research infrastructures for the study of medieval his-
tory. The innovative funding scheme NIKE, proposed by the
Austrian Science Fund (FWF), has been developed to cater
for these fundamental needs; it is to be hoped that it can be
put into practice in times of financial crisis. Surely, some of
the long-term edition projects exceed the perspective of
any funding agency: One of the principal projects in the
field, the Monumenta Germaniae Historica, aiming at no
less than a complete publication of all sources relevant to
medieval German history, has been pursued since the
1820s, and has produced a room full of heavy volumes so
far. This is a field badly compatible with current methods of
metrics, but as we still frequently use the volumes produ-
ced in the 1820s, chances are that the volumes edited now
will be valuable at a time when all A-rated journals have
long turned to debris. Apart from these so-called auxiliary
sciences, there are other approaches: traditional narrative
history with a potential for bestsellers; post-modern text
critique in creative exchange with related humanities disci-
plines; social and economic history relying on quantitative
methods and sociological models; cultural history related in
various ways to the paradigms of interdisciplinary cultural
studies; micro-history and regional studies with transdisci-
plinary perspectives; experimental bricolage curious to
create new models, and others. All of them have their jar-
gons, their idiosyncracies, their different networks and pub-
lications, their respective strengths and weaknesses, their
potential and their limits.
Humanities scholars do not always enjoy a good reputation
among funding agencies. I have repeatedly heard the melo-
dramatic story about the difference between natural scien-
tists and humanities people when a project application
fails: natural scientists have just one thought, how can I get
this project through after all, and they work night and day
to make their application better; whereas humanities scho-
lars weep, retire to some dark corner and complain that the
procedure has been unfair. Or, that the humanities lack a
proper application culture, scholars are often incapable of
writing a wellstructured project application. Are humanities
scholars conservative, complacent, slow to conform to the
changes in society and too obsessed with the long-gone so-
cial prestige of the academic? Perhaps as far as such stereo-
types correspond with reality in other cases, about foreig-
ners, rockstars, used cars salesmen or EU bureaucrats. We’ll
have to live with humanities-bashing, even by some huma-
nities scholars themselves. But the percentage of humani-
ties projects funded in open calls usually corresponds to the
application rate, and many humanities scholars are very
successful in presenting their results to a general public, to
give just two examples to the contrary. We should not take
myths about the humanities too seriously, but should also
take care not to conform to them.

It is true, the role of the humanities in society has changed.
The study “Empfehlungen zur Entwicklung und Förderung
der Geisteswissenschaften in Deutschland” published by
the Wissenschaftsrat in 2006 has argued that the general
perception of the relevance of the humanities historically
has been linked to one dominant goal in society (Wissen-
schaftsrat 2005/2006).
In the 19th century that was the construction of national
identities, from the 1920 onwards the apology or ctitique
of totalitarian ideologies, and after 1945, the democratisa-
tion of western societies. But since the 1980s, there has
been no central task any more. For the quality of research
and the self-reflection of its role in society, this has been a
liberation. We now think much more about the history of
our disciplines and the political undercurrents involved. But
outside perceptions of the significance of the humanities
have suffered as a consequence. This does not mean that
humanities research goes unnoticed. Books, documenta-
ries, exhibitions, new finds often attract enormous atten-
tion. But typically, the cultural distance between scholars-
hip and society, between research and popular knowledge
is much smaller than in the natural sciences. History, literary
studies, or psychology are more accessible than nano scien-
ces or molecular biology. This makes them attractive, but it
may also obscure the scholarly character of our disciplines.
The media further encourage the illusion that anybody can
do history or psychology; and they produce forms of info-
tainment that threaten to create wrong, and sometimes
even dangerous, views about society. One recent example
is the interest in conspiracy theories exploited and expan-
ded by Dan Brown’s best-sellers. All of this means that a
fundamental task of the humanities today is not only to
produce knowledge, but also to survey, control and criticize
knowledge produced outside the field of scholarship –
which is not exactly a popular role.
Another contested social role of the humanities (and the
social sciences) is the autonomous and critical reflection of
society. Here again, the media and politics do not fully use
that potential; the role and choice of ‘experts’ does not fa-
cilitate the input of scholarly knowledge in political decisi-
ons. Private consultancy firms, who usually operate outside
the standards of quality assessment so firmly imposed on
the humanities, have gained more credibility with politici-
ans than scholars have, possibly because they use the same
superficial rhetoric as the politicians do. How should the
humanities deal with the situation? Certainly, we could do
more to offer strategic advice on many matters. But we also
need to be careful to keep a certain distance. When Um-
berto Eco was invited to join a high-level group to discuss
measures after the banlieue riots in France, he wrote back
saying: Our role as scholars is not to help you politicians to
solve problems, that is your task; our role is to create pro-
blems, that is, to make society realise that there is a pro-
blem in the first place. We may not agree that it should be
one or the other, and the humanities have a lot to contribu-
te to the study of migrations and integration. But we should
also regain sufficient autonomy for critique that is essential
for the balanced development of today’s fast-moving socie-
ties. It is easier for most ‘hard’ sciences to play an instru-
mental role and fulfill the expectations of society; the hu-
manities should be careful not be instrumentalized. That
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creates a necessary tension between the humanities and so-
ciety. The message that we deliver often is that common-
sense knowledge or political programmes underrate the
complexity of the issue; but this message has to compete
for public attention against popular simplifications, consul-
tancy companies eager to sell streamlined solutions and
bullet-point media messages.
Different sectors of the humanities have found a wide va-
riety of responses to their situation. As different as their
methods and habitus is their place in society. Some scholars
go on lonesome quests for the hidden truth while others try
to grab the limelight, some feed the media while others are
buttressed behind unassailable jargons, some engage in pa-
tient groundwork while others make sweeping statements
about the big issues. We have to be critical of some of these
attitudes, But basically, I think that we need all of these dif-
ferent approaches. Research policy should not attempt to
enforce more uniformity here. It is often claimed that the
humanities are too compartmentalised and incapable of
building up critical masses (as an Austrian study recently
concluded) (Struktur der Geistes-, Sozial- und Kulturwis-
senschaften in Österreich 2008).
But I think that the plurality of cultures and the existence of
small disciplines are an extraordinary asset and a condition
for creativity and innovation. If there is one thing that can
kill interesting humanities research, it is an overdose of
conformism. Of course all these smaller and bigger worlds
should open up, communicate more, and should not drift
apart too much. And not all of them will need, or merit, an
equal share of research funding. But they should not be
centralized or forced to become part of intrusive organisa-
tional or thematic structures, as the RFTE study suggests.
The problem in the humanities (and in other disciplines, I
may add) is not the multiplicity of research approaches and
the ‘small worlds’ in which many of them are located. Ra-
ther, it is in the institutional structure of the academic
world (and not only the humanities), as analysed by Pierre
Bourdieu in his pioneering study, ‘Homo Academicus’, that
came out in 1984. He discusses problems of power – who
controls the “reproduction du corps” and the access to re-
sources – and problems of “habitus” – deep-rooted menta-
lities and expectations. The dynamics of the academic
world and the needs of research do not always coincide,
and there is no easy solution for that (it certainly lies not in
concentrating the power in even fewer hands!). In many
universities, an equalitarian, anti-elitist mood prevails,
which came into being in the 1970s as a reaction to the old
system of academic ‘barons’. If we want to understand the
impact of research assessment tools, then the important
question is how they interact with the academic game. I
can only talk about that as an interested observer, in Vienna
and elsewhere. For instance, after the evaluation of a his-
tory department of a prestigious Italian university (in which
I participated) the faculty decided that their research funds
should now go to those with the worst evaluation results to
enable them to do better next time. In disciplines where
‘feudal’ structures prevail, the ‘barons’ often succeed in gai-
ning control of the assessment tools; they have to conform
to some of the requirements, but can use the results to
reinforce their power. In more egalitarian institutes, the
tendency is to build up informal networks capable of gai-

ning control of hiring processes and the distribution of re-
sources; in this game, those who concentrate on adminins-
trative duties may be better off than those who devote their
energy to research or better teaching.
Generally speaking, the introduction of new instruments of
assessment and of high-level research funding usually
opens up academic power structures by creating new sour-
ces of symbolic capital and influence – there is more than
one game one can play to succeed. This creates new oppor-
tunities because it allows young (and not so young) resear-
chers to try out alternative career paths and become more
independent of the small worlds of their field. But in the
long run, the new instruments risk to become part of the
power structure. And this is where the methods of evaluati-
on come in: the more formal the requirements are, and the
fewer criteria we have, the easier it is for main-stream con-
formists to fulfill the standards. There are many ways to
place articles in A-rated journals, get cited or acquire exter-
nal research grants without necessarily doing excellent rese-
arch (and this, by the way, is not only true for the humani-
ties).
Of course I have simplified here to make the point; there
are many universities which hire excellent humanities scho-
lars, and Vienna generally is doing very well in this regard.
But a merely ‘technical’ discussion of the tools of research
policy that ignores the social and cultural context of acade-
me is not sufficient. The same tool can have very different
impact in different contexts. I am often impressed by the
sophistication with which matters of policy are being dis-
cussed between professionals of research funding and as-
sessment. What I can contribute here is some experience
how these tools work in real life. And, as a historian, I have
acquired an acute sense of the distance between rhetoric
and reality. Ulrike Felt, professor of science studies at the
University of Vienna, has recently carried out fascinating re-
search on the way in which career narratives of young scho-
lars have changed in the course of what I would call the
‘competitive turn’ of science policies (See for instance
Felt/Fochler/Müller 2008). One of her conclusions that I
found alarming is that an ‘audit society’ requiring measura-
ble output at every stage encourages conformity and main-
stream research and discourages innovation, in spite of all
the rhetoric employed to
the contrary. Curiosity and fascination are increasingly re-
placed by the desire to meet formal career standards as the
main motivating factor. Is that the impact that our impact
assessments have? We should be very careful not to under-
stand scientific production only in terms of deliverables,
but rather, leave space for creation and new ideas. So how
are we to assess potential and impact of the humanities? I
can be brief here, because that is the main topic of this con-
ference (see Dolan 2007, Österereichische Akademie der
Wissenschaften 2008). But I would like to make a few of
points:
1. There are a number of criteria which any discipline that

receives substantial research funding has to meet, and
which of course apply to the Humanities as well. The
most important ones are: Research has to bring results.
These results should be made widely accessible to scho-
lars, and where possible also to a general public. And
part of the funding for it has to remain competitive, so as
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to allow quality-oriented distribution of research money
at every stage.

2. Apart from these general parameters, a specific set of cri-
teria has to be employed, not only for each discipline,
but sometimes also for single fields and research sub-cul-
tures. Research assessment instruments have to be fle-
xible enough to judge research on its own terms.

3. There are no criteria that can directly measure the quali-
ty or the impact of good research. We have to work on
the basis of circumstantial evidence, not proof. This may
be a controversial statement, but I do think it is funda-
mental to acknowledge that. Bibliometrics and other as-
sessment tools have made enormous progress over the
past years, but they are only indirect ways to assess the
quality of the research under scrutiny by quantitative
means.

4. In the humanities, we have to work with a wide range of
criteria, only part of which are quantitative. Apart from
publications and external funding, it should also include
international cooperations; incoming and outgoing scho-
lars at the institution; prizes and awards received; crea-
tion of junior career opportunities; advisory functions in
politics or the media; membership in review panels, bo-
ards etc.; the preservation and study of cultural heritage
and historical sources; production of data collections, re-
search infrastructures etc.; public lectures and papers;
teaching and supervising; organisation of scientific mee-
tings; outreach activities, and other things. Economic im-
pact (as measured, for instance, by the AHRC study on
the Polynesian Visual Arts project) should not be a crite-
rium. The Austrian Academy is in the process of compi-
ling a policy paper with an extensive list of criteria for re-
search assessment; disciplinary lists will be established
on this basis. The problem is that all these data have to
be collected (via a research database), and that is more
complicated and time-consuming than for just one or
two criteria.

5. In many humanities disciplines, publications in peer-re-
viewed, let alone flagship journals are not the only rele-
vant form of publishing. Books are often more impor-
tant, but also source editions, thematically focused colla-
borative volumes or other forms. If humanities publicati-
on culture should change according to the natural scien-
ces model, this would be a change to the worse. Work
would become more superficial and shortterm oriented;
and younger scholars would have less opportunities to
publish in good journals because the big names would
have to move in.

6. How and where to apply metrics is highly problematic.
Often, monographs and articles are equally counted as
one publication, which distorts their true relationship;
rating scales are only a small step forward. We have to
see whether better bibliometric solutions for the huma-
nities can be found. In most humanities disciplines, cita-
tion indices do not work properly yet (and perhaps never
will), and their use can be grossly misleading. Harzing’s
Publish or Perish currently lists about one tenth of my
publications, less than half of my publications in English,
and even less of those colleagues who may have cited
me. One look at ERIH with its endless lists of journals can
demonstrate how difficult it would be to get reliable ci-

tation indices in the humanities to work. The question of
citation and/or counting/weighing publications also rai-
ses a general problem: Should we encourage a maximum
amount of publications (by ‘smallest publishable unit’) or
maximum citation impact (which means as few publica-
tions with as high impact as possible)? The h-index may
help to balance the two criteria, but does not preclude
the necessary discussion what is more important in diffe-
rent research cultures.

7. One remark about ERIH. In spite of the critique that it
has received, I still think that it is a very valuable instru-
ment which will help to make publishing more transpa-
rent. Still, and in spite of all disclaimers, it may create
misconceptions which we have to remain cautious about.
A problem may arise in review panels with a majority of
natural scientist members; as recent experience shows,
they tend to regard ERIH as a however rudimentary equi-
valent of their own system, and use it to eliminate promi-
sing humanities scholars who do not have enough ERIH-
A journal publications. This is not what ERIH was inten-
ded to achieve. We have to be careful not to reduce the
great variety of publication forms in the humanities to a
one-dimensional black, grey and white shadow world in
which only white survives. Ambitious mimicry to natural
sciences standards would create too many misfits in the
wide world of the humanities.

8. Peer review remains one of the key procedures of assess-
ment, and should be maintained in spite of its obvious li-
mits (for instance, the better chances for mainstream po-
sitions; the subtle influence of networks that cannot be
excluded by the best conflict of interest rules; and of
course, the enormous strain on the time of the revie-
wers). Still, good peer review is more accurate than me-
trics. What one can see at a glance in a colleague’s CV
and bibliography can never be matched by numbers. But
we have to discuss how to improve the procedures, and
how to limit the strain on senior researchers’ time bud-
gets at the same time. Using metrics in peer review can
be an important way to make a reviewer’s task easier and
more transparent.

What we need is a difficult balancing act: allowing for diffe-
rence while assessing what is comparable. There can be no
innovation without the utmost freedom for research. But
maximum freedom requires maximum responsibility. There
is a need for relevant humanities research on many urgent
questions of today’s society, and on a wide range of topics
that seem less urgent now. Of course, there will always be
good and not-sogood research. Our instruments of quality
assessment will have to match some of the complexity of
humanities research methods. They should not be concei-
ved as a tool of social engineering, but as an integral part of
the broader humanities tradition of selfreflection.
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Leistungsbewertung,  Leistungsanreize  und  die  Qualität  der  Hochschullehre

Konzepte,  Kriterien  und  ihre  Akzeptanz

Mehr als eineinhalb Jahrzehnte sind vergangen, seit das Thema Bewertung der
Hochschulleistungen und dabei vor allem der „Qualität der Lehre” in Deutsch-
land auf die Tagesordnung gebracht wurde. Inzwischen wird eine stärker leis-
tungsorientierte Finanzierung von Hochschulen und Fachbereichen auch im Be-
reich der Lehre immer stärker forciert. Bislang nur selten systematisch unter-
sucht wurde aber, welche (auch nicht intendierten) Effekte Kopplungsmechanis-
men zwischen Leistungsbewertungen und Leistungsanreizen wie die Vergabe fi-
nanzieller Mittel für die Qualität der Lehre haben können. Für die (Mit-)Gestal-
tung sich abzeichnender Veränderungsprozesse dürfte es von großem Interesse
sein, die zugrundeliegenden Konzepte, Kriterien und ihre Akzeptanz auch em-
pirisch genauer zu untersuchen. Nach der von KMK-Präsident Zöllner angereg-
ten Exzellenzinitiative Lehre und der vom Wissenschaftsrat angeregten Lehrpro-
fessur sowie angesichts des in den kommenden Jahren zu erwartenden Erstse-
mesteransturms könnte das Thema sogar unerwartet politisch aktuell werden.  
Im Einzelnen werden in dieser Untersuchung die stark auf quantitative Indika-
toren (v.a. Hochschulstatistiken) bezogenen Konzepte zur Leistungsbewertung
und zentrale Konzepte zur Qualitätsentwicklung bezüglich ihrer Stärken und
Schwächen sowie Weiterentwicklungsmöglichkeiten diskutiert. Bei der Diskus-
sion von Leistungsanreizen wird sich über den Hochschulbereich hinaus mit
konkreten Erfahrungen in Wirtschaft und öffentlicher Verwaltung auseinander-
gesetzt – auch aus arbeitswissenschaftlicher und gewerkschaftlicher Sicht. Bei
der Diskussion und Entwicklung von Kriterien und Indikatoren zur Erfassung
von Qualität kann auf langjährige Erfahrungen und neuere Anwendungsbei-
spiele aus Projekten zur Hochschulberichterstattung mittels Hochschulstatisti-
ken sowie Befragungen von Studierenden und Absolventen sowie Professoren
und Mitarbeitern zurückgegriffen werden. Abschließend werden Möglichkei-
ten zur Einbeziehung von Qualitätskriterien in Leistungsbewertungen und zur
Erhöhung der Akzeptanz skizziert, die zumindest einige der zu erwartenden
nicht intendierten Effekte und Fehlanreizwirkungen vermeiden und damit zur
Qualität der Lehre beitragen könnten.
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